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In a society where everyone is in hurry for taking admissions into engineering and management
institutes and looking up for such jobs, the CTET is a fresh approach. This is because the central
training eligibility test allows the students to pick up teaching jobs in various schools under the
ministry of human resource development, India. By appearing in this test, the eligible candidates
can take up jobs in various schools in India as laid down in the rules by the ministry. Places where
the students after passing the eligibility test can get jobs are:

â€¢All the schools such as KVN, NVS and Tibetan schools under the central government and those
schools in the union territories of Chandigarh and Andaman islands.

â€¢Those private schools which agree to take the admissions through this exam.

â€¢Some of the state government schools which agree to carry out the admissions through the CTET
and not conduct their own teacher eligibility tests.

This means that a lot of schools are open for intake of teachers who qualify through the entrance
test of CTET and therefore, it is a matter to cheer about for those students who are eager on
pursuing the teaching jobs.

Central Teacher Eligibility Test is conducted every year in the month of January for the teachers in
primary and secondary school levels which can make the students eligible for a career in teaching.
In todayâ€™s society, such jobs are being forgotten by many and their importance is being realised by
only a few people. It is not unusual to find people who are not even aware of the presence of such
tests and therefore, comes as a blessing of many of those who are actually interested for such jobs.

Some students are there, who want to become teachers and harbour these dreams from a very
early period. Many more are coming into the spectrum in recent years, by the advantages that are
evident by taking up these jobs. Perhaps, the best advantage is that these jobs, by the dint of their
being under the ministry of HRD of India, are government postings. This is a big allurement for
many people. Hence, the pay scales of teachers posted through the CTET are commensurate with
the similar posts in governments. People who want a peaceful life and are genuinely interested for
education work and who love teaching children, have a great opportunity in front of them through
the eligibility test.

Over the years, a number of people have been recruited to various schools as mentioned above
and have been doing well in the profession. With more and more people turning towards such jobs
and realising the importance of joining in the government run schools as teachers, the number of
students appearing for the Central Teacher Eligibility Test has grown significantly over the years.
Profession, which was considered not as lucrative as engineering and management, has now
become a great medium for a peaceful life and continuous progression. The future life is bright with
increased pay packets and has become an important impetus for the students to turn towards the
CTET for teaching careers.
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